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A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF STATISTICS FOR CA
-l'Of TOHOh'O

CENTRALIZATION. REORGANIZATION AM» KNLAROIMENT OF 
CANADIAN STATISTICS.

There is perhaps greater need at present than at any prcvio is time for economic 
guidance of the kind best yielded by an adequate system of statistic'. With the end 
if the war, Canada must assume her part of the greatest reconstruction in history. The 
uirditi will lie the greater from the fact that when the war began we wen in th 
‘ backwash ” of a bourn unexampled for length and intensity, to which the war came, 
n the first instance, as an actual relief the relief afforded by the draining off of three 
mndrvd thousand men from the labour market and by a huge aceo-ion of war order 
I'he underlying situation, however, though obscured, remains, rendering the problem 

I is a whole one of extreme complexity.
The Government is keenly alive to the necessity of making ready in many direr 

t ions against the return of peace and the full incidence of this problem. The appoint - 
1 nent of the Economic Commission and of the Commission on the railway situation are 
instances. A third and even more direct effort is the convention of business men called 
1 y the Right Honourable the Minister of Trade and Commerce. In announcing tin 
< onvention the Minister said :

“ Rebounding from two years and more of the most destructive and wasteful 
war of history, the world will plunge into n trade and economic contest in which 
forces will assume totally new alignments, when competition will be keener and 
stronger than ever, ami when science and organization will play a leading part 
in any successful role. For this struggle Canada mast gird hrr Inins and make 
ready her full equipment of preparedness."

For the framing of fundamental economic policy, no !<•" than for the treatment 
f f financial, trade and transpor at ion problems, a properly inclusive and thoroughly 
c lord inn ted system of statistics is indispensable. It is respectfully submitted that of 
t le “equipment ” referred to by the Minister no single phase is of greater importance 
t mu the statistical, and that in view of the gaps, inequalities and l ick of organizath#n 
t ait at present prevail, the bringing into existence of a national system of statistics 
i i one of the urgent duties of an hour dedicated, like the present, to “preparedness."

Especially is this true in face of the fact th t our problems will to a new degree involve 
« ur relations with other countries, particularly those of the rest of the F.mpire and of 
1 he Allies, with whose statistical data it is most important that our own should range 
i i scope and quality. Already a conference for the coordination of Inqierinl statistics 
1 as been mooted. In such a conference, our organization being what it i'. Canada 
v ould find it difficult to take an effective part.

IIOW THE EXISTING Kill AT ION AROSE.

I Into the earlier history of our statistical development it is unnecessary to enter, 
briefly it comprises : (1) the period of the French and English colonies, whose records,
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unimportant as they an-, included the first census of modern times, that of New France 
in hifiii; (2) tlie period of tlie United Provinces and the operations under the Census 
Act of 1847; and (3) the reconstructive period of Confederation, during which tin* 
net of 1870 providing for the first census of the Dominion was passed, and various 
reforms made cm tlie suggestions id" Dr. Taché, (iovernment Statistician and author 
of an aide report on Canadian statistics dated 1

The modern period of Canadian statistics may he said to date from the Census 
and Statistics Act of 1 s7i>, and to fall into two stages : TJie first extends to 1905, 
during which the censuses of 1881, 1891 and 1901 were taken, and most of our lire 
sent departmental statistics. Dominion and Provincial, saw their tir>t substantial 
development; a start was also made in the co-ordination of general statistics (tin 
Statistical Year Book dates from lHHfi). The second and final stage begins with the 
legislation and readjustments of 1905.

The Census and Statistics Act of 1905, which is the dominant legislation ill tin 
statistical field to-day, created a permanent census organization in place of the tem
porary organizations which had taken previous censuses, and absorbed into it the 
staff which had been employed on general statistics. Sonic important new work was 
undertaken by the amalgamated offices, notably annual statistics of agriculture and 
quinquennial statistics of manufactures. There was, however, at the first, little or no 
development in the work of co-ordinating general statistics. The year book was 
remodelled in 1905, omitting provincial statistics altogether. Meanwhile certain other 
departments, Dominion and Provincial, from time to time independently enlurgi 
their statistical activities, no attempt at unification being mode. It may Ik- noted, 
however, in passing, that the province of Quebec in 1913 created a central statistiea 
office and reorganized its statistical system.
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Till: STATISTICAL COMMISSION OF 1912.

It was the situation as thus developed that led, in 1912, to the step which ha; 
defined the problem as it stands to-day. It was generally recognized that eertaii 
Departmental statistics were good ; at the same time the growth of the country ant 
the increasing complexity of its economic questions drew attention to the overlappiiq 
of certain branches of statistics, the gaps between others, and the lack of general plai 
or policy. This culminated in the appointment, in 1912, of a Commission of six “ t< 
examine and report upon tin* official statistics of Canada.” In the Order in Counci 
appointing the Commission reference is made to the dearth of statistics of produetioi 
and distribution, the duplication of effort between Departments, and the absence oj 
co-ordination and collaboration, the Commission being directed to report “a eompre 
hensive system of general statistics adequate to the necessities of the country and ii 
keeping with the demands of the time.” From the report of the Commission, whiel 1
contains a review of the various departmental activities, may lie quoted the passagi 
which sums up the Commission’s findings as to the general situation :—
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“ Though many of the statistical reports issued by various depart menti 
are of undoubted excellence, there is apparent in the body of Canadian statistic 
considered as a whole, a lack of eohcreiHv and common purpose. This it 
traceable to imperfect appreciation in the past of the fact that the statistics of 
the country should constitute a single harmonious system, with all divisions ir 
due correlation. Under the British North America Act, 1807, the Dominion it!
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given spécifié authority to deal with r Statistics,* and while this must not he 
regarded as precluding statistical activity on tin* part of local governments, it 
does apparently imply that statistics are a matter of national eon.•cm and may 
therefore properly come under the general co-ordinating authority of the 
Federal (iovernnn n'. No such viewpoint or function, la 'ever has in tin- past 
been assumed. The effect statistically has been to inculcate routine and the 
neglect of opportunities for furnishing wider information and service.

“ While this detachment has characterized the Departments of the Dominion 
(lovernment. still more has it been evident as between the several provinces and 
tin1 Dominion, and between province and province, notwithstanding that the 
national importance of many of the functions of the provincial governments, 
under Confederation, calls urgently for statistical uniformity and homogeneity. 
This general condition we would consider to be the fundamental defect which 
must lie met and overcome in the existing situation. Some of the unfortunate 
results which have followed may lie briefly noted:

"(1) The scope of Canadian statistics has been r«*strietcd. On not a few 
points of vital interest to the country little or no statistical information exi-t-. 
There has been no general answer to tile question : What statistics should a 
country such as Canada possesst.e., what are the phenomena requiring tin 
scientific measurements supplied by statistics if Canadian national development 
is to proceed to the best advantage *.

“(2) Where the statistical activities of several bodies working along 
similar lines are virtually independent, duplication is inevitable.

“ (:i) The statistics are unequal in quality and value. The absence of 
i leadership is nowhere more apparent than in the varying extent to which 
i statistical methods have been developed in different branches.
|, “ (4) The restriction of outlook has impaired promptitude in the issue of
(j reports.

“ (5) Lack of unity ami co-ordination prevents true comparisons between 
Canada and other countries. The recent growth of international intercourse 
has rendered such comparisons more than ever necessary, and they have become 
indispensable to tin- national progress of Canada.”

: While the above is the most comprehensive arraignment that has appeared of the 
nt situation, other weighty authorities might be cited as to the embarrassment 
•<1 by the lack of a .systematized scheme of Canadian statistics. Within tin- past 
alone the Ontario Vnemployment Commission passed a strong resolution on the 

' feet, whilst the Civic Improvement League of Canada and the Dominion Keonomic 
^mission have drawn attention to fields of the first importance in which existing 

sties are inadequate to the country’s needs.

Tilt: IlKMIPX I KNTÜ M.IZATIoN, ItKORii XM/.ATtON AM* IMAIUU MINT.

11 As already stated, the report of tin- Statistical Commissi n f 1912 represents the 
tpt from which our present treatment of the .-object must start. The broad remedy 
• jeh the Commission lays down may therefore lie cited :

“ (1) That there be created a Central Statistical Office to organize, in 
co-operation with the several departments concerned, the strictly statistical work 
undertaken by the Dominion <iovernment.

“ The object of this organization should be to co-ordinate the statistics of 
Canada under a single comprehensive scheme and so to extend them that they 
may meet the present needs of the country ami follow the. probable course of its 
development. To borrow a phrase employed in a similar connection by an 
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eminent statistician, the object of such a reorganization should, he primari! 
to constitute a ‘ central thinking office * on the subject of the statistics I 
(’llinula. Describing the possible functions of such an Office, Mr. Bowley wrot 

‘Such an Office must have cognizance of all the statistics of more tin 
departmental importance which arc published officially. . . . Misleading
statistics must he suppressed, overlapping must he stopped, careful plans mu-" 
he devised for filling in the gaps at present left, and preparations made f* r 1 
investigation of matters likely to become of public importance. All hill
involving or affecting the collection of statistics should be considered l>\ 
it. . . . Publications for the use of the public should in some eases he : 
edited by it. with careful definitions, and with short analyses and criticisms, 
stating accurately and intelligently the purport and meaning of their contents; 
in other eases, where a department already exists for such publications, tiare 
should Ik* co-ordination with a view to carrying out the purposes already
indicated.*

“This so well expresses our own views as to the scope and functions which 
the proposed Canadian office should assume that we cannot do better than «11-*vv 
it to stand as a part of our report, adding that the examples of (lermany and 
Australia show that the idea is both practicable and valuable.

“ (2) In order to give effect to this recommendation it may he neee>sary to 
enact fresh legislation or to amend the present Census and Statistics Act."

V'TloN ON Till COMMISSIONS RKI’OHT To |»\TI .

The first step in carrying out the report < f the Commission was taken in 191." in 
the creation of the office of “ Dominion Statistician " to which were attached the duties 
of “Controller of the Census.” The Commission had sketched at some length in its 
report the reforms in existing statistics that are most urgently required. Their findings, 
however, were largely statements of principles rather than instructions as to procedure 
in detail. The intention of the report, in fact, was to be suggestive rather than 
constructive, and the Commission expressly urged that the first task in the propo;ed 
reconstruction should he the formulation of a comprehensive plan of statistics having 
reference to such matters as the scope of the data to he included, the agencies best 
qualified to cover the several subdivisions, and the precise manner in which the data of 
each subdivision shall he collected, compiled and published. On the tilling of the office 
ri “ Dominion Statistician,” accordingly, work was begun on the ta*k of examining the 
field section by section as recommended by the Commission. It appeared advisable to 
cover the entire field before reporting on any section, as it is only with the situation 
as a whole in view that individual divisions can 1m- satisfactorily dealt with. This 
work has been completed and a series of memoranda have been prepared as follows: 
(1) Introductory—The Principles and Machinery of Centralization ; (2) The Census 
of Population; (3) Agriculture; (4) Vital Statistics; (,r>) Immigration; (ff) Educa
tion; (7) Municipal Statistics; (Wealth, Debt, Taxation and Public Finance); (8) The 
Industrial Census and Statistic* of Production; (9) Foreign Trade; (10) Internal 
Trade; (11) Transportation ; (12) Labour Statistics; ( VI) Criminal Statistics; 
(14) Remaining Departmental Statistics—Editorial functions—The Year Rook and 
Monthly Publications. This treatment covers all the important branches falling within 
a scheme of national statistics, and it aims to give in each case a more or less exact 
definition of the scope, organization and methods required by centralization.
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The following is a résumé of thi*» detailed treatment, showing tin* plan as a whole 
rot Irith tin- several parts in projicr relation, ami indicating briefly tin» steps required to 
th* Starry it into effect.
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The creation of a central statistical office, and of a national system <if statistics, 
is a matter of rearranging the relations of existing agencies, plus the organization of 
fertain new work. The Census and Statistics Office i~ by law assigned practically tin 
Entire range of statistics, coupled with the most comprehensive powers; it is the only 
linvcrnmcnt Office having the collecting of stutistii»s as its sole administrative function 
»nd having its organization defined hy law; its subject proper, namely. “ demography ", 

rhich h fumlamental to all others, and constitutes the most cc x of statistical problems; 
ind its general statistical ex|»erieii<v and equipment are more complete than thorn» of 
Ither branches.* The Census and Statistics Office therefore forms the necessary -tart 
jpg point in the creation of a central statistical office, which should proceed in the tir-t 
kstanee by joining on to the Office such other activities as properly fall within the 
Pope of a national system of statistics, and reorganizing the whole as a new entity.
| The general principles upon xvhich centralization should proceed may be defined 
j| follows: The Central Office should be made responsible (a) directly or (b) indirectly 
Ir all statistical publications issued by tin- (iovernment. (a) The responsibilty should 
B direct in tin» case of statistics which represent information which i- collected 

marily for its economic significance. These statistics should lie compiled and 
ihlishcd by the Central Office, and statistical branches at pre-cut engaged in such 
irk should he reconstituted as branches of the Office, (h) Indirect control should 
ist in the ease of the remaining statistics—those, namely, xvhich arc essentially 
fords of administrative processes (i.c. xvhich represent the account which the depart- 
mt in question must give of its activities in carrying out the terms of a particular 
t) or xvhich were collected as directly bearing on sonic administrative function, 
•re the method of collection and compilation should be visé-ed and the stati-tics 
ted by the central statistical office, under interdepartmental arrangement, so as to 
ore their co-ordination with the general scheme. The interdepartmental machinery 
•olved in the above should take the form of a standing committee or conference con- 
ting of the Dominion Statistician and the heads of statistical branches of the -cx-cral 
pertinents, xvhich should report annually as to arrangements made or recommended, 
ere would, of course, be no interference with administrative functions; i.ir -tatistie* 
such administration, however, xvould come under the observation and report of the 
tistical experts of the (Iovernment as a body, and any departure from their recoin 
nidations would In- for -tilted reasons.
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•tiisuh has been railed the “largest singe1 In the I’nltcd States the taking of the decennial 
K't " of the administration

I Mr. A. !.. Rowley recommends the following proc edure : " |,e| an ofllrc he formel. whose 
k>t duly shall be to undertake the thrennlal census and freciuent nipplementary Incju.r • - la»t It 

1 -operate with, perhaps ultimately absorb, the Registrar OeiierV* departments. Lit it take 
X'er the tabulation and publlvatlon of statistics collected b> administrative department» la>t 

arrange a modus vlvendl with the Hoard of Trade In whatever way will secure the lient 
ellmltatlon of funetlons and completeness of Information. It should, perhaps, be subji t for 
oust i tut Iona I purposes to the Treasury '*
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(1KNKKAI. FEATURES OF A CENTRAL STATIHTICAI, OFFICE.

Before describing how the various departmental statistical activities would 
rearranged under such a plan, and how the Central Office would organize the st 
tistieal field, certain general features which a policy of centralization would rend 
possible and which would he set in motion at once may he outlined:

(1) Machinery.—The use of card punching and electric tabulating machine- 
has revolutionized the work of statistical compilation. The machines are expcnsi. 
(those already in the Census Oftiee cost $70.000) and involve the employment 
exjtort mechanicians, hut the saving in timeliness and expense of eompilation 
very great. In Canada thus far machinery has hewn applied only to the Census 
population; its use, however, should undoubtedly he extended, though to do so « 
eept under a system of centralization would Ini very expensive. In the Vnit 
States the cost of compiling the monthly trade returns is stated to have l>een redm 
from $200,tHK) to $7r»,(NH) by the use of machinery and two weeks gained in ti 
issue of the reports. In France a central battery of machines compiles the exe<u 
live statistics of all the Departments.
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(2) Library.—A library containing a good collection of works on statistie 
method, the outstanding statistical documents of the past, and the current stat 
tieal publications of the principal governments, is urgently needed in place of ti 
half-dozen small collections duplicatin'* and overlapping each other and for tli- 
niost part uncatalogucd and imperfectly arranged which at present exist. Th- 
cX|HMisiveness of lxioks and library work makes a policy of di'ccntralization eitlu 
inefficient or very wasteful. The Census Office has recently appointed an experience 
librarian and begun the organization of a statistical library. This should cover th 
whole field of statistics.

\\

T

<3) Staff.—Tin* two pronounced features of statistical work are (1) the larg j 
proportion of meehanieal and routine work and (2) its ebb and flow. This is pn 
excellence the kind of work in which centralization promotes efficiency ami reduce 
expense, as the experience of all “ big business ” proves. It does so largely by ii 
creasing the proportion of low-priced employees. A staff of trained compilers capabl 
of being shifted to points of pressure would be a prominent feature of a centra 
office. Accompanying this would lx* a cost accounting system which would nieasur 
the time spent by each clerk on every job—a system which would have the two-foUl 
result of enabling the exact cost of the job to be reckoned and of keeping a recorcl 
of each clerk’s efficiency.

(4) Inquisitorial Lowers.—Centralization would |M-rmit the proper orgunizati<> i 
and exercise of inquisitorial jMiwers. These powers cannot lie eoiiferri*d indiscrim 
inately. but only where they are necessary to administration. The Census and Statis
tics Office being the only branch covering the general field of statistics as an act of I 
administration, general inquisitorial power for its own sake is limited to that offie. 
I’nder the syrftem of decentralization, however, many inquiries are In-ing made I 
Departments which have no legal powers to demand a response. This has an unfot 
tunntc tendency in two dinations; (1). it may lessen the seriousness with whit 
inquiries are begun, and, (2), it inculcates carelessness in the public to which tin 
arc addressed.
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.1 a Economic Laboratorii.—Tin* main object, however, of a centralized stati>- 
tical system lies in the extended and related view it affords of economic and social 
phenomena. The Government is more than a congeries of departments ; it is a single 
Agency having as a paramount duty the guiding of economic policy. To fulfil that 
duty it must have a broad and analytical purview of the current économie trend. This 
it can not have if its statistics are produced by diverse methods in a series of “water- 

> tight compartments.” Very often the causes of a condition in a particular field can 
I be seen to best advantage in another field altogether.* The economic body is one.

iuld 
:he st 
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nent jnot several ; and its observation must be on that basis.
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A sy-tein of national statistics would provide the fundamental data required by 
the Govcrnnicnt.t But these* are by no means all the statistics that are called for. With 
increasing frequency practical problems arise which require a new angle of approach.
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above referred to, and (2) machinery for their ready correlation, such problems, as 
? just remarked, seldom or never affecting only one division of the field. With the 

several divisions, however, under central control it would be possible at any moment 
to superimpose work of the above practical kind with a minimum of difficulty. We 
would have a national “laboratory” for the observation and interpretation of cur
rent economic trends and for the production of monographs on their outstanding 
features. “ Cost of Living” and “Keonnmic” Commissions, etc. would either not be 
necessary or would find the primary data they require ready at hand.

OltUAMZATloX OF Til K FIKM» « >F STATISTICS.

We may now briefly indicate the subjects included in a national system of statis
tics and how they would he dealt with under a system of centralization.

There are two distinct functions to lie performed by a competent statistical organi
zation, (a) to maintain a sort of continuous “ book-keeping ” or a... uniting, and (h)

I to conduct a periodical “stock-taking”. It is important to note that certain pbeno- 
.- mena are best dealt with by the first of these methods and others by the second or by 

the two in combination. The limitation- of each—especially the second have not 
always boon recognized in our past activities.

It is suggested that the work of the Central Statistical Office be organized in nine
meneur. 1 divisions as follows:—
Iwo-foll ■)
i reconi division 1. ckxsvs of poi*i latiox and auhiclltuhk.

The present Census Act requires that the decennial census cover (1) |>upulutioii, 
(2) buildings, (.*1) occupied lands, (4). industrial production (including agriculture.nizatioi _________ ______

discriliii , * For example, the condition of tin money market often affects «•ommodiis prices, though Its 
. inlluenee Is Indirect and rlllllcult to trace. The transactions of tin stock rv luiy, on the nilier
I ntatis- |,aiui, reveal the credit situation very dearly, and often, thereto!, , throw a Hood of light on , um-

ii act of *****
lit ottiei

ich the

t " Fundamentals " applies also to mclhotl*. For example: In taking the poimlatlon c« nsus 
some thirty questions are asked of each individual: age, sex. occupation, nationality, etc, etc. 
In compiling the results, the possible combinations of these details are practically unlimited 
By hand tabulation only a few could be worked out owing to the expense and time required. 
By the method of mechanical tabulation, however, the record of each individual is punched on 
a card and any combination of data may be obtained In a comparatively short time by 
running these cards through electrical machines set to record the desired result The more 
nee«usury combinations can he made and published with the ilrst Issue ■ ! the data, hut the card* 
are always on hand for new calculations as Indicated by passa.g events.
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fishing, forestry, mining and manufacturing), (f>) wage-earnings, and (tl) municipal. ofBeiene 
educational, charitable, penal and other institutions throughout Canada. A quin- force, v 
quetminl census of population and agriculture is to be taken in Manitoba, Saskatche- basis.
wan and Alberta. Th.

The seo|H* of the decennial census as thus defined, it is submitted, is too extensive. and (/>)
The subjects under (6) should be covered for the most part by the method of con- to carry
tinuous observation, in co-ordination with the authorities in charge of their adminis- by censi
tration, and only in certain supplementary aspects by the Census. In the case of the Under
remaining subjects also there is room for differentiation. In an inquiry so large as cases ei
a census of population only low-paid field investigators can be employed and only so divet
comparatively simple questions can he asked. This can be made to serve in the case Wli
of population and agriculture (the latter, in view of its great relative importance, in (1) the
Canada must always be linked with population). An inquiry into organized industry, vinees,
however, if it is to yield results of value, must be more complicated and must demand necessai
considerable experience in the agent. At the same time the field is not nearly so large collcctii
us that of population or agriculture (there are less than 40,000 industrial concerns in } model I 
Canada) ; greater organization from headquarters and the employment of expert and pr<
investigators are accordingly feasible. has beei

It is suggested, therefore, that in future the decennial census be limited to popu- practice 
lotion (including certain forms of property) and agriculture, and that a decennial It
“ industrial ” census be taken in some other year—the latter in the interest of equal- | of the p 
izing the flow of work for the office. This would be to follow in essentials the example ' in Kurt 
of Great Britain, Germany, the United States and Australia, and to relieve our census At leas
of its greatest fault, namely, its extreme inclusiveness and cumbersomeness through 
failure to recognize the limitations of the ordinary field enumerator.

The two most important fields with which the Census of population should be 
eorrelated are migration and vital statistics. These form the “ book-keeping ” statistics As
of population, as the Census forms the “stock-taking.” With regard to migration : by the
The Immigration Branch records immigrant arrivals, and the Department of the eoverin
Secretary of State records naturalizations, but there are no statistics of emigration. provine
The latter should, if possible, lie provided, and a scheme of co-ordination between the of agri
two Departments and the Census Office drawn up so as to insure collection of proper imperal
data by all three and the reduction of the records, which are at present at variance, its croi
to harmony. Vital statistics should he made th subject of a new Branch. ( See below.) ' vince p 

In the same way statistics of education, which are at present published by the and an
provinces in a form incapable of co-ordination, should be reduced to harmony by Institu
conference with provincial Departments of Education, and the inquiries of the Census is defei

Vital statistics are not only necessary in facilitating the transfer of property, in 
preventing crime, and in promoting the security and moral tone of social life, but 
they lie at the basis of sanitation and public health, and afford a measure of national

as to literacy, etc., adjusted thereto. Ultimately we should develop a central branch 
for the collection and publication of education statistics, as in the United States. 
The Statistics of Indians published by the Indian Department are easily capable of 
co-ordination with the Census.

Division II—Vital Statistics.
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[efficiency from a mo>i important point of view, namely, the biological (reproductive 
force, vitality, etc., of the people). They arc of little value unless taken on a broad

The (Yuans Act provides for (a) a decennial record of deaths in the census year, 
and (b) the collection of vital statistics in co-operation with the province.* Attempts 
to carry out (a) have resulted in failure; a ri*eord of the kind in fact cannot be obtained 
by census methods and even if praetieable would eover only a part of what i* desirable. 
Under (h) nothing has been done, largely because provincial statistics are in some 
eases either wholly lacking or are very incomplete, and in other eases follow methods 
so divergent that combination is impossible.

What is needed is an arrangement between the provinces and the Dominion for 
(1) the adoption of a uniform scheme of legislation and administration by the pro- 

} vinecs, ami (2) the engagement on the part of the Dominion (<i) to secure certain 
necessary data in the imputation census, and (h) to act hs a centralizing agency in 

; collecting and publishing the data from a national viewpoint. A plan including a 
model bill and order-in-council suitable for laying liefore a conference of Dominion 
and provincial officials in this subject lias been drawn up. Action along this line 
has been very successful in the United States, and its details are such as to hold out 
practical inducements for the co-operation of all concerned.

It may be pointed out that the question of public health and the vital condition 
, of the people, always important, has been rendered more so by the war and that already 

in European countries new statistical work is being formulated to meet the situation. 
At least a beginning should be made at an early date in Canada.$

Division III.—Agriculture.

As already stated, the census of agriculture must be taken at the same time and 
by the same agents as the census of population. This census offers opportunity for 

:i covering fully (decennially for the whole of Canada, quinquennal for the western 
provinces) all aspects of agriculture. In view, however, of the paramount importance 
of agriculture in Canada, annual intereeusal statistics of crops and livestock are 
imperative. The present situation is not satisfactory. The Census Office through 
its erop reporting branch covers the whole of Canada annually ; in addition each pro
vince publishes statistics for its own areas. The methods of these all differ inter sc 
and are at variance with the principles enunciated by the International Statistical 
Institute, the International Agricultural Institute and other authorities. Reliability 
is defective and the issue of divergent figures tends to discredit the system as u whole. 
Reform lies in the establishment of a nationally co-ordinated >\>tein of annual statistics 
of agriculture through co-operation «if the census and the provincial governim-nts,

i
*'* Whenever in any province or territory any system Is established or aux plan exists for 

collect I iig agriiultural, commercial, criminal, educational, manufacturing, ritnl or other stalls 
tics, the Minister may, under authority of the (lovernor in Council, arrangi with the l.n iit* i .mt- 
< lover nor In Council of such province or territory, or with the organization possess..| of su-lt a 
jsx stem ot plan, for the «ollectln and transmission of such Information as is reipilred l>v svlie.l- 
ttflts prepared by the Office under «Ureetlon of tin* Minister and approved l.\ the «lournor In 
Vouncll for the procuring of sui'lt statistics."—(*« nsus Act. Section
* Professor Hateson has expressed the view that, having regard to the Memleli.m theory 

of heredity, whichever nation after the war elects to develop some practical application of 
eugenics will necessarily become the dominant one. Whether this be true or not. it throws a 
strong light on the Importance of the scientific study of the nation's man-power
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achieving : (1) concurrence in the methods and results of the decennial and quin
quennial census; (2) the collection annually in June of statistics (not estimates as 
at present) of the areas sown and the numbers of live stock; (3) a system of monthly 
re|H>rts on the condition of crops, etc., by a co-ordinated staff of correspondents ; (4i 
records of marketing processes and of stocks; and (5) co-ordination of the methods of 
securing the annual production of butter and cheese factories so as to permit the issue 
of an annual Dominion statement.

In March 1914 a conference between Dominion and provincial authorities took 
place and disbanded on resolution that the Census Office should draw up a comprehen
sive and definite scheme for discussion at a subsequent conference. The first part of 
this resolution has since been carried out. and a scheme of organization involving tin 
Census Office and tin- provincial Departments has been drawn up, accompanied by a 
full discussion of the statistical methods involved. The plan proposed would necessitate 
some strengthening of the staff of the section of the Census Office now employed on 
this work, and it would seem fitting as well as necessary that a matter so inqiortant 
should employ a distinct division. This division would, of course, work in collabora
tion with the census of population and agriculture, preparing the agricultural forms, 
editing reports, etc., ami keeping in touch with the several branches of the Dominion 
Department of Agriculture.

The “Census and Statistics Monthly” established in 1 DOS when the work of crop 
reporting was begun, has been the vehicle of these statistics almost solely ever since. 
It is suggested that the Monthly in future be made a compendium or digest of general 
statistics (Sec* Division IX below) and that the monthly agricultural statistics be 
issued separately under a title indicative of their character.

1

Division 11".—The Industrial Census—Annual Statistics of Production.

The reason for separating the industrial census from that of population and agri
culture has been already briefly stated.

A proper scheme of industrial statistics involves (a) a comprehensive inquiry 
covering all phases of industry once every ten years; and (6) an annual postal inquiry 
in intereensal years, limited in the main to production and designed to keep the 
figures of the industrial census up to date.

The entire field of industry (fishing, mining, lumbering and manufacturing) 
should be included in the plan so as to insure uniformity and prevent overlapping. 
(For example, smelting, fish-canning and sawmilling are “manufacturing” processes 
under the census; at the same time they are regarded as pertaining to “mining,” 
“fishing” and “forestry” respectively by the several departments concerned.) Not 
less than 25 different departments. Dominion and provincial, at present publish statis
tics of industrial production; in mining alone seven provincial and two Dominion 
departments are in the field, so that in certain years no less than three official figures 
of the output of certain products are published for the several provinces. These should 
be co-ordinated into a single* harmonious system. In the ease of provincial depart
ments publishing industrial statistics under powers of administration, we should 
endeavour by conference to arrange a plan whereby the statistics would be available 
for a general scheme. The Dominion departments involved should co-ordinate their 
activities on the basis of unifying the broader economic statistics, leaving inquiries
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involving the technique or science of industry to the hranehos iimnodintely eoneerned. 
The plan also provides for co-ordination in such matters as wages and employment 
between the Labour Department and the Census.

In statistics of industry two principles of method should in future lie insisted 
upon: (1) the employment of expert agents for the field work: in a considerable num
ber of eases those might be government officials, e.g„ mines inspectors, fishery overseers; 
(2) the use of a form containing (a) a general section applicable to oil industries and 
(b) » supplementary section which should take a different form for radically different 
industries. In the past the returns from cotton mills, steel plants, etc., have been 
made on the same form, though obviously different details are desired. The classes 
of industry which would require differentiation in this way and the agents liest adapted 
for covering them in each case are set forth in the memo on this branch of the subject.

Dirision V—Statistics of Troth’ amt Commrrrr.

At present we have no statistics of internal trade- though the need in a country 
so extended and so diversified is great and a very unusual situation exists in statistics 
of foreign trade.

Forrian Trade.- Three distinct branches are engaged in the analysis and presenta
tion of foreign trade statistics the Customs Department, the Department of Trade 
and Commerce and the Census. The situation as between the two first mentioned 
departments is highly anomalous. The Customs Department originates the statistics 
and issues monthly ami annual reports. The same statistics are then republished in 
different arrangements and groupings ami with added comparative data in monthly 
and annual reports by the Trade Department. It has been said that because each of 
these series contains analyses which are necessary and which arc not in the other that 
this method of publication is justified. This is not the case. Not only is :$0 per cent 
of pure repetition involved in the dual series of reports, but the final result is to give 
the statistics, considered as a whole, an illogical and confusing arrangement. What is 
called for is unification which will allow the adoption of a single series of reports and 
a simple and intelligible plan of presentation. Briefly, the unified reports (annual ami 
monthly) should consist of three main sections: (1) introductory and broadly his
torical. (2) current detailed statements by articles with figures for immediately pre
ceding periods to illustrate present trends, and (!$) supplementary analyses of these 
current statistics. Certain changes in method might he suggested, including provision 
for the periodic revision of the list of articles and their classification (which should bo 
as comparable as practicable with the Census of production and the trade figures of 
foreign countries). As new features, an index number of import and export values and 
an analysis of fluctuations by quantities and values might be suggested. The change in 
administrative control suggested is the establishment of the present Trade and Com
merce foreign trade statistics branch as a division of the central statistical office under 
an arrangement whereby the Customs Department will carry out the collection and 
first compilation of the data, and the analysis, interpretation and publication be made 
by the ventral office. This would bring the statistics of trade into a position where 
they could lie influenced and directed by the Department having to do with the pro
motion of trade, at the same time serving the interests of the Department having to do 
with the collecting of customs. An annual conference between the Central Statistical



Oflin* mid the Customs Department (as in (Iront Britain between the Board of Trade 
and the Customs) for the discussion of methods would he particularly fruitful. The 
initial conference should go fully into present methods on tin* model of recent action 
in the I'nited States where the Trade Department prepares the instructions under 
which the statistics are collected. The course above advised is that followed in practi
cally every country whose example is applicable to Canada, including Great Britain, 
the I’nited States. Germany. Australia, and several lesser European countries, the scale 
of whose administrative organizations is similar to that of Canada. In no country is 
the method of Canada employed, and it cannot he regarded as permanent. At the pre
sent juncture when we are undertaking a great campaign for the winning of foreign 
trade, it is most opportune that statistical methods so cumbersome should he revised.

internal Initie.—Coincident!,v with the above reorganization a beginning should 
he made in the systematic accumulation of data on Canada’s internal trade. The 
divergent trade interests of the four great economic areas into which the Domi
nion is divided (the Maritime provinces, the St. Lawrence basin, tin* Prairies, and 
the Pacific SIojm*) are urgently in need of study. A sub-branch of the Trade division 
of the central office for this purpose is advised. This branch should work largely in 
collaboration with several others, utilizing ( 1) statistics of railway and canal traffic, 
02) the production census, (3) foreign trade statistics, particularly exports, (4) tho 
marketing statistics of the Grain Commission, Fisheries Branch, etc., and (Î1) whole
sale prices; the last mentioned work to supplant in time by arrangement the similar 
work of the Department of I.ahour in so far as the trade aspect is concerned, leaving 
the cost of living aspect of prices and wages as the subject proper of that Department. 
Prices of securities (stocks and bonds) should he included in the survey, for the light 
thrown thereby on credit and monetary conditions as affecting trade.

Division 17. Transportation.

The Railway Statistics Branch publishes annual statistics of railways, tramways, 
express companies, canals, telegraphs and telephones. Statistics of shipping with 
foreign countries and of coasting shipping in waters contiguous to the United States 
are published by tin* Customs Department and republished by the Department of 
Trade and Commerce annually, the situation as between the two departments being 
essentially the same as that above described in the ease of foreign trade, statistics. 
Other shipping statistics are those of the Marine Department on tin* registration of 
vessels, steamboat inspection, operations of harbour commissions, wrecks and easual-

It is suggested that the Railway Statistics Branch he constitued the “ transporta
tion division ” of the Central scheme to deal with the above statistics. It would con
tinue to issue the annual statistical reports on railways, tramways and express com
panies. It would also combine and issue in a separate volume the annual navigation 
returns of the Customs and Trade Departments following the principles of combina
tion above enunciated for foreign trade statistics. Incorporated in this volume might 
be the statistics of canals and certain statistics of the Marine Department.

The statistics of railways, tramways, express companies and canals, in so far as 
traffic returns are concerned, should, as above pointed out, be closely co-ordinated with 
the work of the Internal Trade Statistics Branch. They should also be co-ordinated
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with tin- decennial and annual censuses •>!' industry : locomotive and ear building 
shops, repair shops, power houses, etc., represent manufacturing processes as well as 
railroading, but there is no necessity on that account of having them covered twice by 
different agencies and by different methods. Telegraph and telephone statistics 
might bo merged with the Industrial Census, in be covered fully every ten years by 
sjieeial agents, and less comprehensively each year. ( In the I'.S. the census of manu 
factures deals with “electrical industries’* including electric railways, light and 
power plants, telephones, telegraphs, signal systems, etc., <|uiu<iucnnially.) The 
methods in all these reports should be co-ordinated with those in other divisions, so
that on. say. wages, capitalization, etc., information would be uniform. Mori..... ..
hensive treatment of freight rate- and con-ting statistics might be suggested. As the 
Department of Railways deals mainly with the location of railways and the operation 
of Government-owned railways (the operation of privately-controlled-railways being 
under the Board of Railway Commissioners) much of the data published by the Statis
tical Branch is not a by-product of administration but falls within the category of
information collected for it- own ......uni, i.e„ “economic" statistics. In Great
Britain railway statistics are issued by the Board of Trade; in Australia and Germany 
by the Central office.

Postal Statistics are largely an administrative record.
The above plan would give an adequate review of transportation ( land and water)

and communications......-unlimited with the rest of the statistical system, i.e., framed
to give light both on the technique of transportation, and on trade, finance and other 
related subjects.

I)ivision VII. Muniri/ml Stalisli< ■* Wviilth, f)vht. Taxation, 1‘ublii Finance.

Improved statistics of public finance arc called for. On municipal finance little 
or no materials exist and these are incapable of co-ordination. Other municipal 
activities should also be recorded and co-ordinated for the value of the compari-on- 
therehy rendered (xissible. The tir.-t duty in this field is to bring a system of municipal 
statistics into existence, in co-operation with the provinces, and to extend the work 
over the whole field of public incomes and expenditures, adjusting the statistics to 
census investigations in the same field. The demands for information of this kind, in 
view of the increasing importance of Canada in the money markets of the world, have 
been frequent of late. The Union of Canadian Municipalities and the Municipal 
League of Canada have urged strongly that action to the above end bo taken. The 
plan submitted is based largely on that of the United States Census and the Local 
Government Board in Great Britain. Private finance (banks, insurance and loan 
companies, etc.) should come under the editorial supervision of this branch.

Division VIII. Criminal Statistics.

There is already a branch attached to the Census which issues an annual report on 
criminal statistics. The scope of this branch should be enlarged so as to include the 
co-ordination of all statistic» with regard to the administration of justice (more parti 
eularly the co-ordination of statistics of jails, prisons and penitentiaries with present 
statistics of convictions).
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Division IX. Editorial Branch. The Year Booh and the Statistical Monthly.

Tin* editorial study of administrative statistics in Departmental hands and the 
abstracting, condensing and re-arranging of general statistics (including those of 
other agencies and of the Central Office itself) should he regarded u^ a distinct feature. 
To this branch would full the compilation of the Year Hook, which is an annual digest 
of all the statistics of the country. Added to this should he a “ Census and Statistics 
Monthly ” containing the latest official statistics highly summarized and co-ordinated 
for the guidance of trade and industry, constituting a comprehensive barometer of 
economic change from month to month in every section of the Held, and combining all 
into a definite analysis of the current trend as a whole. As previously pointed out, 
the present Census and Statistics Monthly is virtually a “crop reporter.” The recon
stituted Monthly would go far towards meeting the demand for such agencies as those 
of Brookmire and Babson in the United States.

ACTION NOW HI (MIKKTKD.

it may be refuted that the above suggestions have been made both as statements 
of principle and after careful examination of the situation and of what is practicable 
in each case, including the formulation of details. The steps now to be taken to set 
the plan in motion are two :

(1) The adoption by the Government of statistical centralization us a policy, and 
the passing of certain amendments of the Census and Statistics Act. Apart from 
details, the chief addition to the act required is a clause enabling the central office to 
confer its inquisitorial powers, by arrangement, upon officials of other Departments. 
Tla; Office could achieve a measure of centralization by carrying out the work assigned 
by the act as at present, (some of which is being done by other Departments with
out legal powers), but it would be better to do so in accordance with a general plan 
and a definitely conceived and concerted policy.

(Si) The holding of a series of conferences between 4he central office and the 
several Departments for the rntideation of arrangements incidental to centralization. 
A programme showing the order in which the interdepartmental arrangements might 
proceed so as to effect the reorganization in the best possible manner has In-en drawn 
up.

OONCLL'DINU REMARKS.

Statistical centralization is not a counsel of perfection or an impractical ideal. It 
has been adopted by several countries ; in large part though not with absolute eompre- 
hensiveness by others ; and the tendency towards it may be said to be general. The 
countries whose action is of special significance to Canada may be arranged in four

(1) The smaller countries of Murope whose administrative operations are com
parable in seule with those of Canada have (from motives purely of efficiency and 
economy) established central statistical offices. Those of! Sweden, Norway, Holland, 
Belgium, Switzerland and Hungary are highly developed; those of Portugal, Bul
garia ami Rumania only less so.

t2) Germany admittedly stands very high among nations for thoroughness of 
administrative organization. The Imperial Statistical Office of Berlin is perhaps the
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most fully equipped statistical department in the world. It i> practically a clearing
house for all the statistics of the Empire, other Departments publishing only admini-- 
trativc records, and these being in charge of officers trained in aind appointed from 
the Central Office. Its chief function is the advising of the government on matters 
of economic policy. The Austrian system follows close behind. Franco and Italy are 
less centralized, but both have Statistical Commissions charged with broad powers <.f 
co-ordination. Russia is less advanced but has a Commission.

3. In Great Britain, the census and vital statistics stand by themselves, but the 
general statistical system largely centers under the Board of Trade. Further consolid
ation, it may Im> said, is backed by weighty opinion* but the argument from economy 
is, of course, less powerful where large offices are involved. In the Vnited States, 
though centralization has made greater strides than in Canada, it hashed to meet the 
fact that appointments to the higher positions are matters of patronage.

4. But perhaps the most interesting example i* that of Australia, which may be 
placed in a class by itself. The confederation of the Australian colonies a few years 
ago threw the original statistical system into the melting pot, making it necessary to 
create a Commonwealth system and leaving the Government free to adopt the plan 
which was adjudged the most efficient. The system adopted was that of centraliza
tion. In Australia the Central Statistical Office has since 190(1 controlled and pub
lished all the statistics of the Commonwealth.

As remarked at the outset, the future will make demands of a new and heavy 
kind upon the administrative equipment of the Dominion, and especially upon the 
equipment which is required for successful economic competition. Of such equipment 
statistics are the corner stone—the basic organization without which the endeavour 
to meet new situations will be very seriously handicapped. Vnquestionably one of the 
greatest lessons of the war is that organized co-ordinated effort is essential to pro
gress, if not to national existence itself.

It may be of interest therefore in conclusion to note what in Germany—the coun
try whose experience of the methods herein advocated has lieen the most ample and 
who is the rival with whom our strength is chiefly to be measured is regarded as the 
main weapon for the coming contest. “ In these days,” says an eminent economist 
and parliamentarian in a book which has just ap|>earvd (Mittel-europa, by Frederick 
Naumann), “every Government office, every party and every society is pulling out its 
notebook and putting down ideas for improvements after the war. I would wager 
that three-quarters of these notebooks contain the words Hetter Organization. Fichte 
and Hegel nod approval from the walls. The German ideal is ami remains organiza
tion, not random impulse; reason, not a blind struggle. It is with Uiis that we shall 
have our great period of history, like other people in other times with other arts and 
excellences. It is our period that is dawning."

R. H. COATS,
Dominion Statistician and Controller of Census.

Census and Statistics Office,
Ottawa, October 1, 191(1.

• As. for example, that of the late Sir Charles Dilke who H.tiU ( 1907) “The most pressing 
need is that we should hand over to a Statistical Department thus, statist us which are collectif! 
toy various Departments In the course of adminietratlve work, and of which the publication Is 
not necessary for the purposes of administration. This Statistical Department should arrange 
such statistics (except those purely administrative) as are collected by the other departments '


